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Abstract. Under Display Cameras present a promising opportunity
for phone manufacturers to achieve bezel-free displays by positioning
the camera behind semi-transparent OLED screens. Unfortunately, such
imaging systems suffer from severe image degradation due to light attenu-
ation and diffraction effects. In this work, we present Deep Atrous Guided
Filter (DAGF), a two-stage, end-to-end approach for image restoration
in UDC systems. A Low-Resolution Network first restores image quality
at low-resolution, which is subsequently used by the Guided Filter Net-
work as a filtering input to produce a high-resolution output. Besides the
initial downsampling, our low-resolution network uses multiple, parallel
atrous convolutions to preserve spatial resolution and emulates multi-
scale processing. Our approach’s ability to directly train on megapixel
images results in significant performance improvement. We additionally
propose a simple simulation scheme to pre-train our model and boost per-
formance. Our overall framework ranks 2nd and 5th in the RLQ-TOD’20
UDC Challenge for POLED and TOLED displays, respectively.
Keywords: Under-Display Camera, Image Restoration, Image Enhance-
ment.
1 Introduction
Under Display Cameras (UDC) promise greater flexibility to phone manufac-
turers by altering the traditional location of a smartphone’s front camera. Such
systems place the camera lens behind the display screen, making truly bezel-free
screens possible and maximising screen-to-body ratio. Mounting the camera at
the centre of the display also offers other advantages such as enhanced video call
experience and is more relevant for larger displays found in laptops and TVs.
However, image quality is greatly degraded in such a setup, despite the supe-
rior light efficiency of recent display technology such as OLED screens [57]. As
illustrated in Figure 1, UDC imaging systems suffer from a range of artefacts
including colour degradation, noise amplification and low-light settings. This
creates a need for restoration algorithms which can recover photorealistic scenes
from UDC measurements.
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Fig. 1: Under Display Cameras [75] mount lenses behind semi-transparent OLED
displays leading to image degradation. In this work, we introduce DAGF,
which performs image restoration at megapixel resolution for both POLED and
TOLED displays.
Learning based methods, accentuated by deep learning, have achieved state-
of-the-art performance on a variety of image restoration tasks including deblur-
ring [5,41,47], dehazing [3,6,44], denoising [1,66,68], deraining [6,30] and image
enhancement [8,13]. However, deep learning techniques face two main drawbacks
with regard to UDC imaging systems. First, such methods are do not scale com-
putationally with input image resolution, and are typically run on much smaller
patches. This is problematic for restoring severely degraded images such as UDC
measurements, since small patches lack sufficient context. Second, common Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNNs) employed in image restoration use multiple
down-sampling operations to stack more layers and expand their receptive field
without blowing up their memory footprint. Down-sampling leads to a loss of
spatial information and affects performance in pixel-level dense prediction tasks
such as image restoration [5,10,38]. An alternative is to simply omit such sub-
sampling and resort to atrous (or dilated) convolutions. Owing to memory con-
straints, this is not feasible since we deal with high-resolution images in UDC
systems.
To overcome these drawbacks, we propose a two-stage, end-to-end trainable
approach utilizing atrous convolutions in conjunction with guided filtering. The
first stage performs image restoration at low-resolution using multiple, parallel
atrous convolutions. This allows us to maximally preserve spatial information
without an exorbitant memory requirement. The guided filter then uses the
low-resolution output as the filtering input to produce a high-resolution output
via joint upsampling. Our approach makes it possible to directly train on high
resolution images, and results in significant performance gains. Our contributions
are as follows:
– We propose a novel image restoration approach for UDC systems utilizing
atrous convolutions in conjunction with guided filters (Section 3).
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– We show that directly training on megapixel inputs allows our approach to
significantly outperform existing methods (Section 4.3).
– We propose a simple simulation scheme to pre-train our model and further
boost performance (Section 4.2).
Our code and simulated data is publicly available at varun19299.github.io/deep-
atrous-guided-filter/.
2 Related Work
Image restoration encompasses tasks like image denoising, dehazing, deblur-
ring and super resolution [1,3,36,41]. In recent years, deep learning has been the
go-to tool in the field, with fully convolutional networks at the forefront of this
success [37,45,50,65]. Of these, residual dense connections [71] exploiting hierar-
chical features has garnered interest with subsequent works in specific restoration
tasks [6,25,44,64,71]. Another class of techniques use a GAN [15] based setting.
Methods like [23,28] fall in this category. Finally, there exist recent work exploit-
ing CNNs as an effective image prior [29,53,67]. However, the above-mentioned
methods operate on small patches of the input image and do not scale to larger
input dimensions.
Joint upsampling seeks to generate a high-resolution output, given a low-
resolution input and a high-resolution guidance map. Joint Bilateral Upsampling
[27] uses a bilateral filter towards this goal, obtaining a piecewise-smooth high-
resolution output, but at a large computational cost. Bilateral Grid Upsampling
[7] greatly alleviates this cost by fitting a grid of local affine models on low-
resolution input-output pairs, which is then re-used at high resolution. Deep
Bilateral Learning [13] integrates bilateral filters in an end-to-end framework,
with local affine grids that can be learnt for a particular task.
Guided filters [19] serve as an alternative to Joint Bilateral Upsampling, with
superior edge-preserving properties at a lower computational cost. Deep Guided
Filtering [59] integrates this with fully convolutional networks and demonstrates
it for common image processing tasks, with recent interest in the hyperspectral
[17], remote [60] and medical imaging [14]. Guided filters have been mainly
explored in the context of accelerating image processing operators. In our work,
we present a different application of image restoration.
Atrous or dilated convolutions incorporate a larger receptive field with-
out an increase in the number of parameters or losing spatial resolution. Yu
et al. [62] proposed a residual network using dilated convolutions. Dilated con-
volutions have found success in semantic segmentation [8,73], dehazing [6,44]
and deblurring [5] tasks as well as general image processing operations [11].
However, a major challenge in atrous networks is keeping memory consumption
in check. Multi-scale fusion via pyramid pooling or encoder-decoder networks
[9,10,32,40,67] can offload intensive computation to lower scales, but can lead to
missing fine details. Instead, we include channel and pixel attention [44] to have
a flexible receptive field at each stage while better tending to severely degraded
regions.
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Fig. 2: Framework overview of DAGF. Our architecture seeks to operate
directly on megapixel images by performing joint upsampling. A low resolution
network (LRNet) restores a downsampled version Xl of input Xh to produce Yl.
The guided filter then uses this to yield the final high-resolution output Yh.
Compared to prior work, our main novelty lies in directly training on
megapixel images by incorporating multiple, parallel smoothed atrous convo-
lutions in a guided filter framework. This adapts the proposed framework in
Wu et al. [59]- primarily developed for image processing tasks- to handle the
challenging scenario of image restoration for Under Display Cameras.
3 Deep Atrous Guided Filter
To address the challenges posed by Under Display Cameras, we employ a learning
based approach that directly trains on megapixel images. We argue that since
UDC measurements are severely degraded, it is imperative to train models with
large receptive fields on high-resolution images [26,47,48].
Our approach, Deep Atrous Guided Filter Network (DAGF), con-
sists of two stages: (a) Low Resolution Network (LRNet), which performs image
restoration at a lower resolution, and (b) Guided Filter Network, which uses the
restored low-resolution output and the high-resolution input to produce a high-
resolution output. Our guided filter network, trained end-to-end with LRNet,
restores content using the low-resolution output while preserving finer detail
from the original input.
We design our approach to perform image restoration for two types of OLED
displays: Pentile OLED (POLED) and Transparent OLED (TOLED). As seen
in Figure 1, TOLED has a stripe pixel layout, while POLED has a pentile pixel
layout with a much lower light transmittance. Consequently, TOLED results in
a blurry image, while POLED results in a low-light, colour-distorted image.
3.1 LR Network
LRNet comprises of three key components: i) PixelShuffle [46] ii) atrous residual
blocks, and iii) a gated attention mechanism [6,49]. We first use PixelShuffle
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Fig. 3: Overview of LRNet. LRNet operates on a low-resolution version Xl
of original input Xh. The input image Xl is downsampled via pixelshuffle, en-
coded via many atrous residual blocks and finally a gated attention mechanism
aggregates contextual information to produce low-resolution output Yl.
[46] to lower input spatial dimensions while expanding channel dimensions. This
affords us a greater receptive field at a marginal memory footprint [16,31]. We
further encode the input into feature maps via successive atrous residual blocks
and then aggregate contextual information at multiple levels by using a gated
attention mechanism. We now describe each component of LRNet.
Smoothed Atrous Convolutions. Unlike common fully convolutional net-
works employed in image restoration [16,31,39], which use multiple downsam-
pling blocks, we opt to use atrous (or dilated) convolutions [61] instead. This
allows us expand the network’s receptive field without loss in spatial resolution,
which is beneficial for preserving fine detail in dense prediction tasks.
Atrous convolutions, however, lead to gridding artefacts in their outputs
[18,54,56]. To alleviate this, we insert a convolution layer before each dilated
convolution, implemented via shared separable kernels for computational and
parameter efficiency [56]. Concretely, for a input feature map F in with C chan-
nels, the smoothed atrous convolution layer produces output feature map F out
with C channels as follows:
F outi =
∑
j∈[C]
(
(F inj ∗Ksep + bi) ∗r Kij
)
(1)
where F outi is the i
th output channel, bi is a scalar bias, ∗ is a 2D convolution and
∗r is a dilated convolution with dilation r. Kij is a 3× 3 convolution kernel and
Ksep is the shared separable convolution kernel, shared among all input feature
channels. For dilation rate r, we use a shared separable kernel of size 2r − 1.
We also add adaptive normalization [11] and leaky rectified linear unit (LReLU)
after the smoothed atrous convolution. LReLU may be represented as: Φ(x) =
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max(αx, x), where we set α = 0.2. Adaptive Normalization combines any nor-
malization layer and the identity mapping as follows:
AN(F in) = λF in + µN(F in) (2)
where F in is the input feature map, λ, µ ∈ R and N(.) is any normalization
layer such as batch-norm [22] or instance-norm [52]. We use instance-norm in
our adaptive normalization layers. In our ablative studies (Section 5.2), we show
that our adaptive normalization layer results in improved performance.
Atrous Residual blocks. As depicted in Fig. 3, we propose to use multiple,
parallel, smoothed atrous convolutions with various dilation rates in our residual
blocks, following its recent success in image deblurring [5]. For atrous residual
block AR-k, belonging to the kth group, we use four smoothed atrous convo-
lutions with dilation rates {2k−1, 2k, 2k+1, 2k+2}. Each convolution outputs a
feature map with C/2 channels, which we concatenate to obtain 2C channels.
These are subsequently reduced to C channels via a 1×1 convolution. Our atrous
residual blocks also utilize channel and pixel attention mechanisms, which are
described below.
Channel Attention. We use the channel attention block proposed by Qin et
al. [44]. Specifically for a feature map F in of dimensions C ×H ×W , we obtain
channel-wise weights by performing global average pooling (GAP) and further
encode it via two 1× 1 conv layers. We multiply F in with these channel weights
CA to yield output F out:
GAPi =
1
HW
∑
u∈[H],v∈[W ]
F ini (u, v) (3)
CAi = σ
( ∑
j∈[C]
Φ(
∑
k∈[C/8]
GAPk ∗Kjk + bj) ∗K ′ij + bi
)
(4)
F outi = CAi  F ini (5)
where, σ is the sigmoid activation, Φ is LReLU described earlier and is element-
wise multiplication.
Pixel Attention. To account for uneven context distribution across pixels, we
use a pixel attention module [44] that multiplies the input feature map F in of
shape C × H ×W with an attention map of shape 1 × H ×W varying across
pixels, but constant across channels. We obtain the pixel attention map PA by
using two 1× 1 conv layers:
PA = σ
( ∑
j∈[C/8]
Φ(
∑
k∈[C]
F ink ∗Kjk + bj) ∗K ′j + b
)
(6)
F outi = PA F ini (7)
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Fig. 4: Computational Graph of Guided Filter Stage. The guided filter first
transforms the high-resolution input Xh to guide image Gh, and then yields the
final output Yh via joint upsampling. Our guided filter network is differentiable
and end-to-end trainable [59].
Gated Attention. We utilise a gated attention mechanism [6,49] to aggregate
information across several atrous residual blocks. Fusing features from different
levels is beneficial for both low-level and high-level tasks [33,63,73]. We extract
feature maps before the first atrous residual block (F 0), and right after each
atrous residual group (F 1, ..., F k). For k atrous groups, we concatenate these
k + 1 feature maps and output k + 1 masks, using G, a 3× 3 conv layer:
(M0,M1, ...,Mk) = G(F 0, F 1, ..., F k) (8)
F out =M0  F 0 +
∑
l∈[k]
Ml  F l (9)
3.2 Guided Filter Network
Given a high-resolution input Xh, low-resolution input Xl and low-resolution
output Yl, we seek to produce a high-resolution output Yh, which is perceptually
similar to Yl while preserving fine detail from Xh. We adopt the guided filter
proposed by He et al. [19,20] and use it in an end-to-end trainable fashion [59].
As illustrated in Figure 4, the guided filter formulates Yh as:
Yh = Ah Gh + bh (10)
where Gh = F (Xh) is a transformed version of input Xh. We bilinear upsample
Ah and bh from low-resolution counterparts Al and bl, such that:
Y l = Al Gl + bl (11)
where Gl, Y l are mean filtered versions of Gl, Yl, ie., Gl = fµ(Gl) and Y l =
fµ(Yl). Compared to Wu et al. [59], we implement fµ by a 3 × 3 convolution
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(instead of a box-filter). Instead of directly inverting Equation 11, we obtain its
solution using flocal, implemented by a 3 layer, 1× 1 convolutional block:
Al = flocal(ΣGlYl , ΣGlGl), bl = Y l −Al Gl (12)
where covariances are determined as, ΣGlYl = GlYl −GlY l, etc. Finally, we use
our atrous residual block to implement the transformation function F (X), and
show that it confers substantial performance gains (Section 5.1). Overall, our
guided filter consists of three trainable components, viz. F , fµ and flocal.
3.3 Loss Function
L1 Loss. We employ Mean Absolute Error (or L1 loss) as our objective function.
We empirically justify our choice L1 loss over other loss formulations (including
MS-SSIM [72], perceptual [24] and adversarial [15] losses) in Section 5.2.
4 Experiments and Analysis
4.1 Dataset
Our network is trained on the POLED and TOLED datasets [75] provided by the
UDC 2020 Image Restoration Challenge. Both datasets comprise of 300 images
of size 1024×2048, where 240 images are used for training, 30 for validation and
30 for testing in each track. We do not have access to any specific information
of the forward model (such as the PSF or display profile), precluding usage of
non-blind image restoration methods such as Wiener Filter [42].
4.2 Implementation Details
Model Architecture. LRNet comprises of 3 atrous residual groups, with 4
blocks each. The intermediate channel size in LRNet is set to 48. The training
data is augmented with random horizontal flips, vertical flips and 180◦ rotations.
All images are normalized to a range between -1 and 1. The AdamW [35] op-
timizer, with initial learning rate η = 0.0003, β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999 is used.
The learning rate is varied with epochs as per the cosine annealing scheduler
with warm restarts [34]. We perform the first warm restart after 64 epochs, post
which we double the duration of each annealing cycle. The models are trained
using PyTorch [43] on 4 NVIDIA 1080Ti GPUs with a minibatch size of 4, for
960 epochs each.
Pre-training Strategy. To aid in faster convergence and boost performance,
we pre-train our model with simulated data. The UDC dataset is created us-
ing monitor acquisition [75], where images from the DIV2K dataset [2] are dis-
played on a LCD monitor and captured by a camera mounted behind either glass
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Fig. 5: Pre-training using simulated data enhances performance. We
transform 800 DIV2K [2] images via a simulation network to various display
measurements (Glass, TOLED and POLED). To train our simulation network,
we use the misalignment tolerant CoBi [70] loss.
(considered ground-truth) or POLED/TOLED panels (low-quality images). To
simulate data, we need to transform clean images from the DIV2K dataset to
various display measurements (POLED, TOLED or glass).
Using Fresnel Propagation to simulate data with either the display profile or
calibrated PSF can be inaccurate [75]. Instead, a shallow variant of our model is
trained to transform 800 images from the DIV2K dataset to each measurement.
Since DIV2K images do not align with display measurements, we leverage the
Contextual Bilateral (CoBi) Loss [70], which can handle moderately misaligned
image pairs. For two images P and Q, with {pij} and {qij} (i ∈ [H], j ∈ [W ])
representing them as a grid of RGB intensities, CoBi loss can be written as:
CoBi(P,Q) =
1
HW
∑
i,j
min
k,l
[
D(pij , qkl) + γ
(
(i− k)2 + (j − l)2)] (13)
where D is any distance metric (we use cosine distance). γ allows CoBi to be
flexible to image-pair misalignment. As seen in Figure 5, our simulated measure-
ments closely match real measurements. Such an initialisation procedure gives
our model (DAGF-PreTr) around 0.3 to 0.5 dB improvement in PSNR (Table
1). More simulation results can be found in the supplementary material.
4.3 Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis
Baseline Methods. Our method is compared against four image restoration
methods: DGF [59], PANet [39], UNet [45] and FFA-Net [44]. DGF utilises a
trainable guided filter for image transformation. For DGF, we use 9 layers in
the CAN [11] backbone (instead of 5) for better performance. UNet is a popular
architecture in image restoration. A variant of UNet with a double encoder [75]
and 64 intermediate channels in the first block is used. PANet and FFA-Net
are specifically designed architectures for image denoising and dehazing, respec-
tively. Small patch sizes often provide little information for faithful restoration.
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Table 1: Quantitative comparison. By directly training on megapixel images,
our approach, DAGF significantly outperforms baselines. To further boost per-
formance, we pre-train on simulated data (DAGF-PreTr). Red indicates the best
and Blue the second best in the chosen metric (on validation set).
Method #Params ↓ POLED TOLED
PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
PANet [39] 6.0M 26.22 0.908 0.308 35.712 0.972 0.147
FFA-Net [44] 1.6M 29.02 0.936 0.256 36.33 0.975 0.126
DGF [59] 0.4M 29.93 0.931 0.362 34.43 0.956 0.220
Unet [45] 8.9M 29.98 0.932 0.251 36.73 0.971 0.143
DAGF (Ours) 1.1M 33.29 0.952 0.236 37.27 0.973 0.141
DAGF-PreTr (Ours) 1.1M 33.79 0.958 0.225 37.57 0.973 0.140
Hence, to make a fair comparison, a much larger patch size of 96×96 for PANet
(compared to 48× 48 in Mei et al. [39]), 256× 512 for UNet (256× 256 in Zhou
et al. [75]) and 256× 512 for FFA-Net (240× 240 in Qin et al. [44]) is used.
Quantitative and Qualitative Discussion. All our methods are evaluated
on PSNR, SSIM and the recently proposed LPIPS [69] metrics. Higher PSNR
and SSIM score indicate better performance, while lower LPIPS indicates bet-
ter perceptual quality. As seen in Table 1, our approach (DAGF) significantly
outperforms the baselines, with an improvement of 3.2 dB and 0.5 dB over the
closest baseline on POLED and TOLED measurements, respectively.
Our approach’s ability to directly train on megapixel images and hence ag-
gregate contextual information over large receptive fields leads to a significant
improvement. This is more evident on the POLED dataset, where patch based
methods such as PANet, UNet and FFA-Net lack sufficient context despite us-
ing larger patch-sizes. With the exception of DGF, our approach also uses much
lesser parameters. Visual comparisons in Figure 6 are consistent with our quan-
titative results. Our approach closely resembles groundtruth, having lesser arte-
facts and noise. Notably, in Figure 6a, we can observe line artefacts in patch
based methods (further detailed in Section 5.1).
Challenge Results. This work is initially proposed for participating in the
UDC 2020 Image Restoration Challenge [74]. For the challenge submission, ge-
ometric self-ensembling [47,51] is incorporated in DAGF-PreTr to boost perfor-
mance, denoted in Table 2 as DAGF-PreTr+. Self-ensembling involves feeding
various rotated and flipped versions of the input image to the network, and
performing corresponding inverse transforms before averaging their outputs.
Quantitatively, our method ranks 2nd and 5th on the POLED and TOLED
tracks, respectively (Table 2), proving that DAGF is effective at image restora-
tion, especially in the severe degradation setting of POLED. While our approach
is competitive on both tracks, there is scope to better adapt our model to mod-
erate image degradation scenarios such as TOLED measurements.
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Measurement
PSNR / SSIM
PANet
23.52 / 0.874
FFA-Net
26.62 / 0.916
UNet
28.17 / 0.927
DAGF-PreTr (Ours)
31.74 / 0.949
Groundtruth∞	/	1.0Groundtruth
DGF
28.27 / 0.915
DAGF (Ours)
30.95 / 0.940
Measurement
PSNR / SSIM
PANet
23.42 / 0.951
FFA-Net
28.42 / 0.974
Unet
29.54 / 0.974
DAGF-PreTr (Ours)
33.98 / 0.981
Groundtruth∞/1.0Groundtruth
DGF
29.47 / 0.960
DAGF (Ours)
33.91 / 0.979
(a) POLED dataset.
Measurement
PSNR / SSIM
DGF
35.28 / 0.968
PANet
36.20 / 0.971
UNet
37.26 / 0.974
DAGF-PreTr (Ours)
37.72 / 0.975
Groundtruth∞	/	1.0Groundtruth
FFA-Net
36.42 / 0.974
DAGF (Ours)
37.865 / 0.979
Measurement
PSNR / SSIM
DGF
31.34 / 0.927
PANet
33.28 / 0.952
Unet
33.75 / 0.953
DAGF-PreTr (Ours)
33.89 / 0.955
Groundtruth∞/1.0Groundtruth
FFA-Net
33.59 / 0/951
DAGF (Ours)
33.84 / 0.954
(b) TOLED dataset.
Fig. 6: Qualitative results. DAGF is considerably superior to patch based
restoration methods [39,44,45], more evident on the severely degraded POLED
measurements. Metrics evaluated on entire image. Zoom in to see details.
5 Further Analysis
To understand the role played by various components in DAGF, extensive ab-
lative studies have been conducted. These experiments have been performed on
downsized measurements, i.e., 512× 1024, in order to reduce training time.
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Table 2: Comparison on UDC2020 Image Restoration Challenge. Red
indicates the best performance and Blue the second best (on challenge test set).
POLED TOLED
Method PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ Method PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑
First Method 32.99 0.957 First Method 38.23 0.980
DAGF-PreTr+ (Ours) 32.29 0.951 Second Method 38.18 0.980
Third Method 31.39 0.950 Third Method 38.13 0.980
Fourth Method 30.89 0.947 Fourth Method 37.83 0.978
Fifth Method 29.38 0.925 DAGF-PreTr+ (Ours) 36.91 0.973
Fig. 7: Memory Consumption vs
Image Size. Without a guided fil-
ter backbone, LRNet does not scale to
larger image sizes.
TO
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(a) LR Net (b) OursGroundtruth
Fig. 8: Patch based methods lead
to line artefacts, evident in the
more challenging POLED output.
In contrast, our method operates on
the entire image and produces no such
artefacts.
5.1 Effect of Guided Filter
The guided filter allows our approach to directly use high resolution images as
input, as opposed to operating on patches or downsampled inputs. To demon-
strated its utility, we compare the performance obtained with and without a
guided filter. Without a guided filter framework, LRNet must be trained patch-
wise, due to memory constraints (Figure 7). At test time, we assemble the output
patch-wise.
Using a guided filter provides a significant benefit of 2.5 dB and 1.8 dB on
POLED images and TOLED images, respectively (Table 3). Although marginally
better LPIPS metrics indicate that LRNet produces more visually pleasing out-
puts, line artefacts can be observed in the outputs (Figure 8). Such artefacts
are prominent in the more challenging POLED dataset. Alternative evaluation
strategies for LRNet such as using overlapping patches followed by averaging, or
feeding the entire high-resolution input results in blurry outputs and degrades
performance.
Table 3 also features comparisons against other transformation functions
F (X). Experiments indicate a clear advantage in using our atrous residual block
over either 1× 1 or 3× 3 conv layers proposed in Wu et al. [59].
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Table 3: Using a trainable guided filter provides greater context by scaling
to larger image dimensions.
Backbone POLED TOLED
PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
No Guided Filter 30.14 0.938 0.212 33.92 0.963 0.132
Conv 1x1 Guided Filter 32.39 0.940 0.223 35.605 0.963 0.141
Conv 3x3 Guided Filter 32.50 0.942 0.220 35.84 0.965 0.150
Smoothed Atrous Block 32.87 0.946 0.216 35.87 0.966 0.147
5.2 Other Ablative Studies
All ablative results are presented in Table 4.
Smoothed Dilated Convolutions. Using either 3 × 3 convolutions or expo-
nentially growing dilation rates [6,11] with the same number blocks leads to
inferior performance. In contrast, parallel atrous convolutions lead to a larger
receptive field at similar depth [5] and improves performance. We also verify that
introducing a smoothing operation before atrous convolutions is beneficial, and
qualitatively leads to fewer gridding (or checkerboard) artefacts [18,54,56].
Residual and Gated Connections. Consistent with Zhang et al. [71], remov-
ing local residual connections leads to a considerable degradation in performance.
Similarly, gated attention, which can be perceived as a global residual connection
with tunable weights, provides a noticeable performance gain.
Adaptive Normalisation. Using adaptive equivalents of batch-norm [22] or
instance-norm [52] improves performance. Experiments indicate a marginal in-
crease of adaptive batch-norm over adaptive instance-norm. However, since we
use smaller minibatch sizes while training on 1024 × 2048, we prefer adaptive
instance-norm.
Channel attention. Unlike recent variants of channel attention [21,12,55,58],
our implementation learns channel-wise weights, but does not capture inter-
channel dependency. Experimenting with Efficient Channel Attention (ECA) [55]
did not confer any substantial benefit, indicating that modelling inter-channel
dependencies may not be important in our problem.
Loss functions. Compared to L1 loss, optimising MS-SSIM [72] loss can im-
prove PSNR marginally, but tends to be unstable during the early stages of
training. Perceptual [4] and adversarial [15] losses improve visual quality, re-
flected in better LPIPS scores, but degrade PSNR and SSIM metric performance
[4]. Overall, L1 loss is a simple yet superior choice.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a novel architecture for image restoration in Under
Display Cameras. Deviating from existing patch-based image restoration meth-
ods, we show that there is a significant benefit in directly training on megapixel
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Table 4: Ablative Studies. We experiment with various components present
in our approach to justify our architecture choices.
Conditions POLED TOLED
Smooth Atrous Convolutions
Atrous
Parallel
Atrous
Smooth
Atrous
PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
- - - 31.26 0.936 0.257 34.76 0.960 0.157
X - - 31.11 0.928 0.311 32.78 0.945 0.240
X X - 32.39 0.943 0.233 35.46 0.963 0.157
X X X 32.87 0.946 0.216 35.87 0.966 0.147
Residual and Gated Connections
Residual Gated PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
- - 29.59 0.907 0.382 32.03 0.938 0.267
X - 32.19 0.941 0.255 35.14 0.961 0.162
X X 32.87 0.946 0.216 35.87 0.966 0.147
Normalization Layers
BN [22] IN [52] ABN [11] AIN PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
- - - - 31.78 0.937 0.278 35.09 0.96 0.165
X - - - 30.75 0.919 0.268 33.20 0.943 0.191
- X - - 30.17 0.918 0.289 30.54 0.92 0.224
- - X - 32.73 0.945 0.225 36.02 0.966 0.14
- - - X 32.87 0.946 0.216 35.87 0.966 0.147
Channel Attention
ECA [55] FFA [6] PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
- - 32.62 0.944 0.225 35.72 0.964 0.152
X - 32.66 0.944 0.232 35.98 0.966 0.143
- X 32.87 0.946 0.216 35.87 0.966 0.147
Loss Functions
L1
MS-SSIM
[72]
Percep.
[24]
Adv.
[15]
PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ LPIPS ↓
X - - - 32.87 0.946 0.216 35.87 0.966 0.147
X X - - 32.55 0.946 0.208 36.20 0.968 0.125
X - X - 31.75 0.936 0.189 35.45 0.963 0.112
X - X X 31.81 0.94 0.178 34.59 0.922 0.086
images. Incorporated in an end-to-end manner, a guided filter framework allevi-
ates artefacts associated with patch based methods. We also show that a carefully
designed low-resolution network utilising smoothed atrous convolutions and var-
ious attention blocks is essential for superior performance. Finally, we develop
a simple simulation scheme to pre-train our model and boost performance. Our
overall approach outperforms current models and attains 2nd place in the UDC
2020 Challenge- Track 2:POLED.
As evidenced by our superlative performance on POLED restoration, the
proposed method is more suited for higher degree of image degradation. Future
work could address modifications to better handle a variety of image degradation
tasks. Another promising perspective is to make better use of simulated data,
for instance, in a domain-adaptation framework.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Genesis Cloud for pro-
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1 Guided Filter Details
In this section, we present the algorithmic details of our trainable guided filter,
which uses the high-resolution input as the guide image and the restored low-
resolution output as the filtering input, to produce the high-resolution output
via joint-upsampling.
Architecture details: We first detail the architectural choices made for the
trainable components of the guided filter. Our implementation is similar to He
et al. [2], except that the mean filter fµ is implemented via a 3x3 convolutional
layer and the transformation function F (.) via our atrous residual block. Finally,
the local parameter estimator flocal consists of a 3 layer, 1×1 convolutional block,
with adaptive normalisation layers and ReLU activations in between. Similar to
Wu et al. [6], the guided filter is trained in an end-to-end manner with LRNet.
The complete architecture of flocal is detailed in Table 1.
Table 1: Architecture of flocal.
Layer Convolution Adaptive Norm ReLU
Input / Output
Channel Size
1 1x1 X X 3+3 / 32
2 1x1 X X 32 / 32
3 1x1 - - 32 / 3
Algorithm of the Guided Filter Network: The entire algorithm is outlined
in Algorithm 1. Here, f↑ denotes an upsampling operation (we use bilinear up-
sampling). [·, ·] denotes concatenation and  denotes the Hadamard product.
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Algorithm 1: Trainable Guided Filter Network
Notation: Learnt Mean Filter fµ
Transformation Function F
Local Parameter Estimator flocal
Bilinear Upsampling f↑
Concatenation operation [·, ·]
Input : Low-resolution Image Xl
High resolution Image Xh
Low-resolution Output Yl
Output : High-resolution Output Yh
1 Gl = F (Xl) , Gh = F (Xh)
2 Gl = fµ(Gl)
Yl = fµ(Yl)
G2l = fµ(Gl Gl)
GlYl = fµ(Gl  Yl)
3 ΣGlGl = G
2
l −Gl Gl
ΣGlYl = GlYl −Gl  Yl
4 Al = flocal([ΣGlGl , ΣGlYl ])
bl = Yl −Al Gl
5 Ah = f↑(Al) , bh = f↑(bl)
6 Yh = Ah Gh + bh
2 Line Artefacts in Patch-Based Methods
Patch-based methods lead to line artefacts, especially evident in severe degrada-
tion scenarios. We attribute this to the limited context available to patch-based
methods during training. Our approach plays a significant role in alleviating
these artefacts. Expanding on the comparisons shown in Section 5.1 of the main
paper, we show similar comparisons against the other patch-based baseline meth-
ods, viz. PANet [3], FFA-Net [4] and UNet [5] (Figure 1).
3 Simulation Dataset
We show more outputs from our simulation procedure in Figure 2, comparing
it against corresponding real measurements. We can observe that our simulated
outputs are perceptually similar to real measurements, and also bear similar
artefacts such as low-light degradation in POLED and stripe bands in TOLED.
Notice that while the simulated measurements align with the clean DIV2K [1]
images, the real measurements do not.
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Fig. 1: Line artefacts shown for patch-based baseline methods. Our pro-
posed method lacks such artefacts, since it directly trains on the entire megapixel
input.
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